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DEVELOPING OBJECTIVE DECISION SUPPORT INSTRUMENTS FOR RETAIL IN FLANDERS
About
The ‘Kennisnetwerk Detailhandel’ is a shared initiative
from the 5 Flemish provinces. This initiative aims to
provide a platform that shares all relevant information
with regards to retail in Flanders.

In a third phase, all key figures were calculated for all 308
cities in Flanders andon province level for all 5 provinces.
All figures were structured in a summarising report,
providing clear tables and clarifying visualisations on
maps.

Challenge
The Flemish Government formulated clear intentions with
regards to restoring the retail balance between city centres
and peripheral regions. In order to be able to support cities
and municipalities to carry out a well-balanced policy, the
‘Kennisnetwerk Detailhandel’ expressed their need for tools,
instruments and material with objective data facts about
retail in Flanders.
Approach
In a first phase, the data needs were assessed. What data
is needed in order to be able to capture as much as
possible about retail in Flanders today. Three data pillars
were identified: data about retail demand, data about
retail supply and data about consumers’ buying
behaviour. Retail demand data was gathered at the
government’s side, Locatus served as a partner for data
on the supply in retail and MAS performed a telephone
survey with 30.000 respondents in order to gather data
about buying behaviour. We helped MAS in setting up
this telephone survey such that the necessary data
requirements were met.
All datasets where gathered and integrated in one large
database in a second phase. Subsequently, the datasets
where analysed and the relevant key figures were
defined.
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Figure 1: Visualisation of revenue index per statistical sector for
Aartselaar

Figure 2: Shop supply per retail sector per shopping area in
Aartselaar

These first three phases were necessary to get insight in
the current situation about retail and buying behaviour in
Flanders. In a next stage, relations between all these
datasets were investigated. This way, all parameters
defining buying behaviour per retail sector could be
identified.

All of these parameters were incorporated in a predictive
model, allowing to estimate with high precision the size and
spread of the trade are of shopping areas in Flanders. Also
potential and cannibalisation of future retail projects can be
assessed with the model.
Results
The first three phases resulted in clear and concise fact reports

Figure 3: screenshot from RetailSonar platform

for all municipalities in Flanders. These reports are free for
download through this link:
http://www.detailhandelvlaanderen.be/gemeenten-enprovincies/gemeenten.
These fact reports are updated on a yearly basis such that the
‘Kennisnetwerk Detailhandel’ is able to monitor evolutions and
provide the most recent information at any time.
All datasets and the predictive model were integrated in the
webbased platform ‘RetailSonar’. This platform allows for quick
but in depth analyses of the impact of new retail developments
on

surrounding

cities

and

municipalities

and

precise

estimations of the trade areas of all shopping areas in
Flanders.
Currently,we’re working on a framework on how this platform
can be used most efficiently and correctly in order to support
local governments and advisors in dealing with their retail
challenges.
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Figure 4: Table with trade area results for periodic buying at Centrum Aalst

